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C h a p t e r  1
Introduction

Analytics is used to address many different types of business prob

lems. It is used to understand customer behavior and how con

sumers may be adopting new products and services. It is used 

to describe different marketplace scenarios and their impacts. It is 

also used to decipher competitor’s movements and patterns. And it  

is used for predicting potential future revenue, detecting risk, uncov

ering fraud, minimizing bad debt, optimizing operational processes, 

and more. Analytics is used in all of these business applications.

In most cases, and in particular in customer scenarios, there are 

many factors that cause misunderstanding of what is currently hap

ping within a market, or even what is happing with a specific cus

tomer within a particular market.

It is always important to bear in mind that consumers present 

different types of behaviors and in accordance with the market they 

are interacting with. As a customer, I can be very aggressive in terms 

of purchasing hightech products, often buying cuttingedge gadgets. 

However, I am quite conservative in terms of investing, putting my 

money into lowrisk accounts. There is no one, overall general behav

ior for any customer. We each behave in different ways depending 

upon the situation in which we find ourselves. Essentially, we wear 

different hats, having distinct behaviors that are observable—each in 

relation to the distinct roles we play. And sometimes, even in similar 

scenarios, we may play different roles and exhibit different behaviors, 

depending on the other scenario actors that are involved.
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All analytical models, whether they are supervised (classifica

tion), semisupervised, or unsupervised (segmentation), take into 

consideration most of the structured information that companies cur

rently hold in their databases. They include information about cus

tomer characteristics, the products and services that they offer, and 

how customers interact with them. They include financial inputs 

such as credit rating, payment history, late payment durations, and so 

forth. All of this information, however, describes only a limited part 

of the endconsumer’s behavior. In other words, we really can’t say 

too much about an individual customer’s profile, but we can describe 

how they behave in a single scenario, like when using the company’s 

products and services.

You could say that, based on my historical data, I am an aggressive 

buyer of hightech gadgets. And it is just as possible to state, based on 

my buying history, that I work hard to purchase hightech products 

in advance. But this behavior doesn’t replicate to other situations, 

like my conservative financial investment behavior. I also might be 

very price sensitive regarding telecommunications services, but on 

the other hand, I may not be sensitive to aspects such as quality when 

it comes to hotel rooms. The important thing to keep in mind is that 

there isn’t an overall understanding of behavior. Instead, behavior is 

always in relation to something, to hotels, financial investments, or 

telecommunication preferences.

Consider for a moment, understanding and even predicting 

behavior in a telecommunications scenario. Most analytical models 

consider call frequency and duration, demographic information about 

the consumer, billing and payment history, and—when available and 

in reasonable quality—historical contacts with customer care chan

nels. Based on such data, companies are able to build the majority 

of the analytical models used to examine common business issues 

such as product/service crosssell or upsell, churn, revenue leakage, 

risk specification, or fraud detection. Furthermore, for classification 

problems (that is, the ones that use a target class for training), his

torical information is quite crucial in that it teaches the model which 

behavior is most highly relevant to that particular event. What are 

the main characteristics for all customers who bought some particular 

product? How do they behave before this purchasing event? Which 
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variables were most relevant to describe the business event or trig

gered it? Historical data, when it is in relation to a particular business 

event, teaches the analytical model to foresee the likelihood for each 

customer to perform when exposed to a similar event.

However, this is a purely mathematical approach. Even more spe

cifically, it is a purely statistical approach. The analytical model teach

ing, also called the training process, is based on the average customer’s 

behavior. However all customers with similar past behavior will not 

proceed in the same way, will not purchase the same product, will  

not consume the same service in the same way, and so on.

For example, according to my past behavior, and as represented 

in my historical data, I might be about to purchase a particular bundle 

of telecommunications services because customers who have been 

behaving like me have bought this bundle in the past, after a similar 

sequence of events. So, it is quite reasonable for any company to think 

that now is my turn. Then, the week that I’m going to buy that bun

dle approaches. Most unfortunately, one special Sunday afternoon, 

my soccer team lost the derby. It was the final match of the champi

onship, and we lost to our biggest rival. So instead, my forthcoming 

week is a sequence of five long days of frustration from the loss, and 

I’m certainly not in the mood to buy anything. Instead, I hide myself 

and simply wait for time to move on. This completely external event 

was not considered by the model and yet has changed everything to 

do with the accuracy of my predicted behavior. Statistically I should 

have purchased the bundle that week, and the likelihood of it would 

be around 87 percent. Unfortunately, the analytical model didn’t take 

into account that possible result for the final match. And with great 

sadness, this particular variable—the result of the final match—was 

indeed most relevant in my actualized behavior. It is the single factor 

that made all difference in my buying something or not.

These external influences happen all the time in our lives. Very 

often they impact analytical models, especially those that are defined 

for business purposes. It is not possible to consider all variables, all 

attributes, all information required to create a particular inference. 

Everything in modeling is about an approximation. As my historical 

behavior was quite similar to other customers who did buy that par

ticular bundle, my likelihood of purchasing the same bundle might 
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also be very high. But it isn’t a definite or a sure thing that I will buy it 

at all. It is just an approximation. It might be a highly accurate approxi

mation, but in the end, it is just a simple approximation. The likelihood 

assigned to each customer is simply an approximation of how they 

might eventually behave in relation to a particular business event.

This fact shouldn’t push us to give up on analytical endeavors.  

As a matter of fact, it should do just the opposite. It hopefully brings  

us even closer to understanding the true value of analytics. Unexpected 

events will always take place, and they will always affect predicted 

outcomes. Analytical models work well for the majority of cases, 

for most of the observations, and in most applications. Unexpected 

or uncontrolled events will always occur and typically affect a few 

observations within the entire modeling scenario. However, there are 

some events that will impact the entire analysis population, like a 

war, an earthquake, or a hurricane, and as such, a new historical 

behavior is built.

Analytical methods that understand the past and that are prepared 

to explain present circumstances do provide forecasts into the future 

that improve business decisions. Other books describe the value that 

analytics provides.1 This book is different. It examines the unimag

ined and unforeseen events that impact analytic results, describing 

the art of analytics, which is founded in the science of mathematics 

and statistics.

The formula to predict a particular event works a lot like the stan

dard conditions for temperature and pressure in chemistry. If every

thing is right, if the temperature is in the expected range, as well 

as the pressure, then the formula forecasts the outcome quite well. 

While we certainly can have exceptions, the formula is just a way 

to model a particular scenario and be aware of what is coming next, 

and what could be expected in certain conditions. Likewise in sci

ence, and several other disciplines, this approach is the closest we can 

get to being in touch with reality. It is much more enlightened than 

doing nothing. The key is to properly understand what is happening 

in order to dramatically increase your model’s usefulness.

1 See for example, Stubbs, E. The Value of Business Analytics: Identifying the Path to Profitability, 

(Hoboken, New Jersey) Wiley & Sons, 2011.
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The MonTy hall ProbleM

The Monty Hall Problem is a very good example of how important it 

is to be well aware of activities in the marketplace, the corporate envi

ronment, and other factors that can influence consumer behavior. And 

equally important, it illustrates how critical it is to understand the model

ing scenario in order to predict activities and events. In order to increase 

your chances, particularly from a corporate perspective, it is important to 

understand the equations that, at least with reasonable accuracy, explain 

the scenario under investigation—even if that scenario is largely com

posed of a situation that is dependent on chance. It is then possible to at 

least create an expected outcome of a particular scenario, whether it be 

probabilistic (based on historical information of past events) or stochastic 

(as would be with a sequence of random activities). Breaking this down, 

if you are going to flip a coin, and you are about to bet based on it, you 

should know your chances of winning the toss are about 5050, no mat

ter whether you choose heads or tails. Although this sounds quite simple 

and straightforward, companies don’t do this very often. Companies typ

ically do not prepare themselves for upcoming events—gambling even 

more than they should. The Monty Hall Problem is a case that illustrates 

this notion, that the knowledge about the scenario and the chances 

involved make all the difference between winning and losing.

Let’s Make a Deal is a television game show originally produced in 

the United States and thereafter popularized throughout the world. 

The show’s premise is to have members of the audience accept or 

reject deals offered to them by the host of the show. The members of 

the audience who participate in the game usually have to analyze and 

weigh all the possibilities assigned to a particular offer described by 

the host. This offer could be a valuable prize or a totally useless item. 

Monty Hall was the famous actor and producer who served as the 

host for this game show for many years.

The Monty Hall Problem is in fact a probability puzzle, consid

ered to be a paradox because although the result seems implausible 

it is statistically observed to be true. This problem was first proposed 

by Steve Selvin, in a letter to the American Statistician in 1975.2 This 

2 American Statistician, Vol. 29, No. 1 – 1975 “Letters to the Editor”: http://www.jstor.org/

stable/2683689
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problem was published again in Parade Magazine in September 9th, 

1990, within the Sunday “Ask Marilyn” column, on page 16.

“Suppose you’re on a game show, and you’re given the 

choice of three doors: Behind one door is a car; behind 

the others, goats. You pick a door, say no. 1, and the host, 

who knows what’s behind the doors, opens another door, 

say no. 3, which has a goat. He then says to you, “Do you 

want to pick door no. 2?” The question is: Is it to your 

advantage to switch your choice?

In her response, Marilyn vos Savant said that the contestant should 

always switch to the other door and by doing so, she explained, that 

the contestant was going to double his or her chances. She was flooded 

with more than ten thousand letters from all over the country, includ

ing letters from five hundred PhDs, mathematicians, and statisticians 

associated with revered and prestigious universities and institutions. 

The majority of the letters expressed concerned with Savant’s mistake, 

and some of them even asked her to confess her error in the name of 

math. Intuitively, the game concept leads us to believe that each door 

has a oneinthree chance to have the car behind of it, and the fact 

that one of the doors has been opened does change the probability of 

the other two. Once one door is opened, the chances of having a car 

behind one of the other two doors are one in two for each one left. 

When one door is opened it is like we have essentially changed the 

original scenario, from three doors to just two. But in reality, there 

is no changing the probabilities for each door, either before or after 

the first door has been opened. All doors keep the same oneinthree 

chance of having a car behind of it, both in the occasion of the first 

question (three doors closed) and on the occasion of the second one 

(two doors closed and on opened).

Marilyn vos Savant stated that if the car is equally likely to be 

behind each door, a player who picked door number one and doesn’t 

switch, has a oneinthree chance of winning the car, while a player 

who picks door number one and does switch has a twoout ofthree 

chance. In this way, the players must switch the door to double their 

chances. It is quite simple, isn’t it?

The Monty Hall Problem demands some assumptions. The first 

one is about fairness. The car should have an equally likely possibility 
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of being behind any of those three doors, and the contestant can ini

tially choose any door. Monty will always open another door, giving 

the contestant the opportunity to switch from their initial door choice. 

And finally, and mostly important, Monty knows what is behind the 

doors—and will always open a door that reveals a goat. If Monty 

revealed the car the game would otherwise be over. By revealing the 

goat behind the door, Monty doesn’t alter the chances of the remain

ing doors to 5050. Actually, and from the beginning, each one of the 

other two doors not chosen has a oneinthree chance and, therefore, 

the sum of the remaining doors is two out of three. The fact that Monty 

opens a door he knows has a goat behind it puts all two thirds of the 

chances to win in the door not yet picked by the contestant.

You can also understand this problem by calculating the probabil

ity of losing. Switching the door makes you lose only if you have pre

viously picked the door with the car behind. And initially, you have 

one in three chances to pick the car. Hence, if you switch the door, you 

have a two in three chance to not lose (1/3 for each remaining door).

To finish this up, let’s think about the details of this problem illus

trated in a table showing all possible arrangements of one car and two 

goats behind a total of three doors, as shown in Table 1.1. Suppose 

you pick door no. 1. In the first row of the table, you can see that  

if you switch you lose and if you stay you win. In the second row, if 

you switch you win and if you stay with your original choice, you 

lose. Finally, in the third arrangement, if you switch you win and if 

you stay you lose. By choosing door no. 1, if you keep the door and 

stay with that choice, you win one time. But if you switch you have 

a chance to win two times. Analogous calculus can be made for doors 

2 and 3. At the end, by switching the door you should double your 

chances to win. Table 1.1 shows the options and the chances in keep

ing or switching the doors.

Table 1.1 Itemized Choices in the Monty hall problem

Door 1 Door 2 Door 3 Switch Stay

car Goat Goat Goat car

Goat car Goat car Goat

Goat Goat car car Goat
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The point is that in spite of this particular problem being about 

gambling, by knowing the proper theory and by understanding the 

correct way to calculate and model in the scenario, you can double 

your chances of winning. The same thing happens with analytics. In 

spite of the heuristic influence over realworld events, such as the 

loss of my soccer team on that awful Sunday, by knowing the proper 

way to model the business scenario you can substantially increase 

the chances of applied model success. In theory, if a company offers 

a particular product to a customer, the chances that he or she will 

get that product should be 5050. But if the company knows about 

this particular customer, their past behavior, the current behavior for 

similar profiles, products, and services held by similar customers, and 

so on, then the company could substantially increase the chance of 

succeeding in this selling process.

evolvIng analyTIcs

Over the past few years, analytics has evolved into a major discipline 

for many corporations, particularly those exposed to a highly com

petitive marketplace. Analytics is composed of a set of distinctive 

approaches that use technologies and methods to describe business 

processes, to support decision making, to solve issues, and to help 

with improving performance.

Analytics can involve simple business intelligence applications, 

such as predefined multidimensional databases that are queried, 

to more advanced interactive visualizations of data across different 

dimensions, allowing analysts to glean insight from large volumes of 

data. These types of business analytics tools can be applied to single, 

builttopurpose applications all the way up to large data marts that are 

used to examine questions in particular department(s). They can also 

be associated with a corporate data warehouse—as either a collection 

of multidimensional databases or as a single, highperformance busi

ness intelligence platform from which multipurpose tools are used 

to examine business problems across the whole company. Typically, 

these types of applications are associated with raw data collected from 

transactional systems, aggregated based on a particular business per

spective, and examined through a user friendly frontend—allowing 
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analysts to execute several types of queries in a short period of time. 

Business insights very often come from such multidimensional exam

inations of data as deep inquiries of operational inputs—formatted in 

a digestible, managed layout.

Analytics also goes a step further to include statistical and 

mathematical analyses. These types of analytic endeavors are often 

completed on a more ad hoc basis, demanding timely examination 

associated with a particular business purpose. And usually, this type 

of analysis is not periodic nor does it demand frequent reprocessing 

of the task. It oftentimes does, however, require output monitoring to  

foresee if changes are occurring that require adjustments to the model 

over time. Such a model could be developed to examine the over

all marketplace, a snapshot inquiry about customer behavior, or a 

forecast study in relation to costs, sales, or market growth, for exam

ple. This sort of analysis is often performed by using statistical and/

or mathematical procedures and is commonly done in a standalone 

environment. As an ad hoc process it usually does not require the 

same infrastructure of a production environment. It is a set of tasks 

and procedures that are used to understand a particular business 

question and, once deployed, raise useful knowledge that can change 

operations and activities.

Finally, there is a third layer of analytics that is composed of data 

mining models. The data mining discipline includes artificial intelli

gence algorithms such as neural networks, decision trees, association 

rules, and genetic algorithms, among others. These artificial intelli

gence methods often use a more mathematical approach and are well 

suited to specific business issues, like predicting a particular business 

event from large volumes of inputs. Association rules, also known as 

induction rules, are very good at describing particular subject rela

tionships, such as in retail. They are used to understand how products 

are selling together, highlighting the correlations between products 

to identify grouping, or sell with relationships. Consumers who buy 

bread, cheese, and ham usually buy butter as well. Consumers who 

buy red wine and Grana Padano cheese commonly also buy honey 

and cinnamon. These rules highlight product correlations, some of 

which might be quite useful, others not. Two metrics affiliated with 

association rules help us understand how relevant and strong the rule 
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is—namely support and confidence. However, if you run an associa

tion algorithm over a hospital database, particularly using data from 

the obstetric department, a rule would probably emerge that women 

have babies, with both a high level of support and confidence. Of 

course, that rule has no business value—and although true, is not 

useful to any particular business decision.

This brings to light a very common phenomenon in analytics—

you have to build a bridge between the technical procedure and the 

business results. Outcomes from analytics should raise the knowledge 

about the market, the customers, the products, and so forth, enabling 

companies to deploy practical, wellinformed actions that improve 

their businesses. The results are beneficial associations and rules 

are that are not only informative but can also be applied to business 

actions. Validation of the value to the business derived from analytics

based knowledge should always be performed and encompasses the 

measured effect that analytics has on activities, events, and processes.

Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques are often assigned to meth

ods that focus on classification or prediction. Commonly, the predic

tive AI methods are referred to as supervised learning models, given 

that they demand historical data and a target variable. The target vari

able is what the model is trying to predict and the historical informa

tion is used to train the model in order to predict the target variable. 

This historic information drives the model’s learning process, correlat

ing the past behavior to the target. This learning process allows the 

model to foresee possible values for the target variable in the future. 

Artificial neural networks, decision trees, and regression equations 

are the most commonly used data mining techniques. These types of 

models usually require less business knowledge validation because 

they are trained in recognizing patterns in the data. So, once this type 

of model has its premise, which is the target variable, the outcome 

results are based on the pattern recognized in the historical informa

tion, rather than by some particular type of business knowledge itself. 

AI tasks are more about the training process and the pattern recogni

tion rather than an overall analysis in traditional statistics (the latter 

of which doesn’t have previous history or a historical premise).

AI classification methods are also pattern recognition procedures—

that, instead of predicting a target variable, focus on delineating 
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patterns that describe the data. This type of modeling includes cluster

ing, kmeans and selforganizing map methods—all of which require 

business validation because there is no premise in relation to the 

model training; that is, no target variable. Therefore, business exper

tise validation determines if the results are sound—demonstrating  

that bridge between the technical process and the business knowl

edge. A classification model essentially looks at the past, learns from 

it (creating a pattern), and uses it to apply that pattern to data not 

involved in the model training process. A clustering model usually 

requires a calculation that identifies the correlation between the main 

characteristics of the clusters found and the business threats and 

opportunities. Each cluster holds some set of characteristics which 

describes the cluster and which lead to business actions, like protect

ing the company from threats or exploring some hidden opportuni

ties. Customers can also be stimulated to migrate from one cluster to 

another, say from a mediumvalue cluster to a highvalue cluster, or 

from a disloyal cluster to a loyal one.

Many business actions can benefit from the insight gleaned from 

clustering techniques, particularly those that involve understanding 

groups of customers, products, and services. Distinct marketing cam

paigns can be based on the characteristics associated with individual 

clusters giving different incentives and alternate messages to each. 

A cluster, in and of itself, highlights some trend, type of behavior, or 

a particular need—some specific grouping driven by the data itself. 

Identified trends can be used to create a new product, the type of 

behavior can be used to establish an incentive, and the need can be 

used to adjust a service. There are many interactions companies can 

deploy and benefit from by using the subjective and descriptive infor

mation emanating from the clustering process.

The business relevance of analytics

Analytical modeling plays a key role in distinguishing companies within 

any marketplace by driving opportunities for competitive advance

ment. This competitive advantage enables companies to be more  

innovative, helping them stand above the others in their market. 

Analytics helps identify when and what products to launch, informs 
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which services will maintain customer loyalty, and optimizes prod

uct and service price, quality, and turnover. But perhaps even more 

important than being innovative is to maintain innovation—and 

where analytics becomes crucial. Innovation means solving problems 

with simple solutions rather than complex ones, in an appropriate 

amount of time, and using a feasible replication process. In order to 

sustain innovation companies need to create a suitable environment 

to identify problems, threats, and opportunities; to create quick solu

tions that address the issues; and to deploy these solutions into the pro

duction chain. If the solution is too complex to be readily understood, 

too expensive to be deployed into a production process, or if it takes 

too long to be developed, then this solution certainly isn’t innovative.  

It is just a solution, not feasible, not touchable, and not applicable to 

the company.

Be simple. Be fast. Be innovative.

Although easy to say, it isn’t as easy to do. Companies around the 

world are trying to do exactly this, although many aren’t succeeding. 

What’s the secret? Unfortunately, there is no secret. It’s like they say 

in the cartoon movie Kung Fu Panda. The secret of the amazing noo

dles was . . . there is no secret at all. It was all about the passion, love, 

and care put into making the noodles. The secret is in each one of 

us, who work with passion, love, respect, and who put all effort and 

energy into doing our best. The secret is to look at the past, to observe 

the present, and to try to foresee the future. So the secret is all about 

us, is it? Is it just a matter of looking at the past, observing the present, 

and foreseeing the future? Then why doesn’t this approach always 

work? It doesn’t always work because of the heuristic factor. Even 

though we may proceed on a welltrodden path and follow a typical 

pattern, there are so many unpredictable variables in our world, each 

with so many attributes to be considered that even a small change in 

the overall environment might alter everything.

You can do everything exactly the right way, but perhaps not in 

the right time. You could do it in exactly the right time and the right 

way, but perhaps not considering all the variables involved. You can 

even do everything in the proper way, in the right time, but by not 

taking into account some small external factor (which is unknowingly 

completely relevant to the entire model) that may be unmapped, 
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unpredictable, and untracked. This one factor may be something you 

would never consider being important to your model—it could be a 

natural event, a political fact, a social change, or an economic dis

ruption. The same approach, by taking the same steps, performing 

exactly the same routines, would thrive perfectly if done a bit earlier, 

or even a bit later, but not right now. This is the imponderable! This 

is something you cannot predict. So what do you do? How can you 

manage this heuristic world? We have no other tip—but to keep try

ing to model the scenario at hand.

Organizations need to use the best tools they have available in 

order to adapt themselves to the scenarios, to both current and future 

business environments and to both current and pending changes. 

Analytics will help you to understand all these changes, all these 

business scenarios, for all corporate environments. And, even when 

an analytical model fails, the analysis of that failure will help you 

understand why it happened, why your prediction didn’t materialize 

as expected, and, hopefully, what you would need to do to different 

next time. Even the failures help you reroute your strategy and drive 

your company toward the proper trail.

Being innovative is not the destination; it is the journey. In order to 

be innovative, companies need to steady themselves into this analyti

cal path by monitoring modeled outcomes and improving models over 

time. Increasing the usage of these models and by converting this whole 

analytic environment into an operational process that exists across 

the enterprise drives access to innovation. The organization’s strategy 

should totally direct the analytical environment, and in turn, the ana

lytical environment should totally support the company’s strategy.

This relationship between organizational strategy and the analyti

cal environment can be envisioned as three distinct steps. These steps 

may be performed at different stages of analytics maturity—or may even 

occur simultaneously. Irrespective of timing, each of these steps reso

nates with different stages of applied analytic procedures, each of which 

are aimed at addressing specific business issues, and with particular goals.

 1. Stage One Analytics. This first layer of analytics provides 

longterm informational insight, helping organizations ana

lyze trends and forecast business scenarios. Data warehouse, 
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data marts, multidimensional applications (OLAP—On Line 

Analytical Processing), and interactive visual analysis usually 

support this stage one purpose. These inputs support analyses 

geared toward identifying trends, historical event patterns, and 

business scenarios. This analysis is concerned with present

ing information about past sales by region, branches, prod

ucts, and, of course, changes that have occurred over time. 

You can easily replace sales by any other business issue such 

as churn, subscription, claims, investments, accounts, and so 

on. Also, you can replace the dimensions region, branch, and 

product by any business factor you may be interest in analyz

ing. However, you can’t replace the dimension time, which 

should be always a consideration in this exploratory analytical 

approach. Often there is a production environment available 

that readily provides this kind of analytical information in a 

predefined environment, usually through a web portal.

 2. Stage Two Analytics. A second layer of analytics maps out 

the internal and external environments that impact the ques

tion at hand. This can include market considerations, the 

customers’ behavior and the competitor’s actions, as well as 

details about the products and services that the organiza

tion offers. Questions that are explored in this stage include: 

How profitable are my products/services? How well have 

they been adopted by the target audience? How well do they 

suit the customer’s need? Statistical analyses support these 

tasks, with correlations, topic identification, and association 

statistics methods. Usually in these cases there is an analytical 

environment available to perform such queries and analyses. 

However, further distinguishing it from the first stage, there is 

typically no production environment that provides realtime 

answers, nor a predefined web portal or any other interface for 

rapid response to such questions. This stage of analysis is per

formed on demand, when business departments request deep 

information about a particular business issue.

 3. Stage Three Analytics. Finally, the third layer of analytics 

is driven by to the company’s strategy. Model development 
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is directed by core business issues such as cross sell, up sell, 

churn, fraud, and risk, and models are also deployed and used 

once the results are derived. Data mining models that use arti

ficial intelligence or statistics commonly support these types 

of endeavors, deploying supervised and unsupervised models 

to classify and predict some particular event and to recognize 

groups of similar behavior within the customer base for sub

scribed business change.

For example, let’s consider what analyses are required when a 

company decides to launch a new product. Before establishing the 

proper packaging or price, the company may decide to run a deep 

study about the marketplace, the competitors, and the consumers. 

This study should take into consideration current customer needs: 

Are customers willing to adopt the product? What price might they 

be willing to pay for it? Do competitors have similar products in the 

market? If so, how much do they charge? Does the company have 

preexisting products that compete with this new one? All these ques

tions might be addressed by using the second layer of analytics. This 

task is completely on demand, and it would be required to support the 

product launch.

A more indepth analysis regarding how customers consume sim

ilar products, taking into account historical information about sales, 

might lead to a predictive model that establishes the likelihood of 

customers purchasing this new product. This predictive model would 

support sales campaigns, by defining target customers who have 

higher likelihoods of purchase, for example. This type of procedure 

would be associated with the third layer of analytics.

And finally, once that product has been launched, the company 

could monitor the sales success over the time. Business analysts might 

have a clear view about how well sales for the product occur in rela

tion to different customer segments, different types of promotions, 

how profitable the product is in different branches, regions, sales 

channel, and so forth. This type of task is associated with the first 

layer of analytics, by delivering readily available insights through a 

web portal, published reports, interactive visualizations, and other ad 

hoc queries about that product across different business dimensions.
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The entire analytical environment, including applications that 

support the three stages of analytics, should all relate to the organiza

tion’s strategy, cover all business issues, and be aligned with the com

pany’s priorities. For a new company just starting out, a key objective 

might be to acquire as many customers as possible. In this scenario a 

customer acquisition dashboard should be deployed as part of the first 

stage of analytics, in order to monitor the changing size of the cus

tomer base. A market analysis that describes customers’ needs should 

be performed in the second stage, to understand which products and 

services must be launched. And a predictive model that targets acqui

sition strategies to the most appropriate prospects should be devel

oped in the third stage of analytics.

On the other hand, if this company is well established and there 

are several other players emerging in their market, similar applications 

should be put in place but would be focused on monitoring different 

activities and events. In this situation the organization would want to 

monitor, understand, and predict churn (i.e., the rate at which cus

tomers leave the company), as well as develop predictive models that 

target cross and upsell marketing activities. Nevertheless, the same 

three layers of analytics are used to adequately cover all the relevant 

business issues and organizational priorities.

The role of analytics in Innovation

Analytics plays a crucial role in modern corporate innovation. The 

outcomes from analytical models are used to drive new sales pro

cesses, to change customer experiences in order to avoid churn, and to 

identify triggers detecting fraud, risk, or any sort of corporate threat, 

as well as many other business issues. The knowledge from analytical 

models is commonly assigned to recognize customer behavior, to pre

dict an event, or to assess the relationship between events, impacting 

company actions and activities.

The three layers of analytics provide a foundation for datadriven 

innovation, both creating and delivering new knowledge and acces

sible information. Each one of these layers might support insights and 

decisions for different members of the organization, based on their 

role and responsibility, however, in innovative organizations, access 
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to analytically based answers is fundamental throughout the com

pany. Data is seen as a corporate asset and analytical methods become 

intellectual property.

Innovation is a wonderful process. It continually evolves, allow

ing companies to remain ahead of competitors, ahead in the market, 

and ahead of its time. However, innovation has a price. Perhaps it is 

an intangible price—and maybe even a higher price than we could 

imagine. Innovation demands companies stay at the pinnacle of avail

able technology and be on the leading edge of new business actions. 

But even more than this, innovation requires people to change  

their minds.

We’ve all heard that innovation is, at least in part, about thinking 

outside the box. To ourselves, we often wonder: Which box is that? 

The proverbial box is really the virtual hedge that each one of us cre

ates and that confines our own ideas. This is a box that we all have to 

some degree, and many fear it will be criticized, it needs to be argued, 

and may be interrogated by something new. It is a box composed of 

our shield against the new and all associated consequences that new 

can bring forth. By instinct we are afraid of the unknown, the new, 

and the changing. We can be quite confident in our comfort zone or 

existing box, but quite unsteady outside of it.

Innovation demands change. It means we must take a chance 

and address a particular situation and put into place something that 

may never have been tried before. It means to pursue an idea, check 

if it is true, and examine if it is valid, feasible, consistent, understand

able, comprehensive, and applicable. And in this respect, innovation 

means to try, and sometimes get it right and make things better, and 

sometimes not. Therefore, innovation is a trialanderror process,  

and as such it is also a heuristic process.

Innovation in a changing World

Everything changes. The market changes, the consumer changes, 

the technology changes, and thus products and services must change 

as well. Analytical models raise the business knowledge regarding 

what has changed and what needs to change. The new knowledge 

delivered by analytics is about the company itself, the competitive 
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environment, and the market, but mostly it is about the consumers/

constituents that the company serves.

Change is also dynamic. Consumer behaviors change, some

times for no clear reason and sometimes in response to other events 

and stimuli. We, as consumers, leave behind a trail of behavior, the 

way we buy, use, complain, inquire, and so on. By our very behav

ior we create history for all companies that care about acquiring or 

retaining our share of wallet to use and to foresee what we might 

do in the future. However, keep in mind that the unforeseen exists, 

and someone’s team loses the final match of the national cham

pionship, or someone’s girlfriend decides to split up, someone’s 

son gets ill, or someone is fired. From this day to the next week, 

month, or perhaps even quarter, consumers can completely change 

their behavior, putting themselves out of the confidence intervals 

of the expected curve of behavior, thereby increasing falsepositive 

occurrences.

Analytics is geared toward understanding the average, to accu

rately forecast for the majority, to target most of the population at 

hand. What companies, analysts, and data miners need to bear in 

mind is how heuristic this process can be and, as a result, how they 

need to monitor and maintain all analytical models to reflect chang

ing conditions.

In the end, because of the dynamic condition, it becomes even 

more important to accurately frame business questions, and in order 

to do that well, analytics becomes even more important and essential, 

helping identify both the known and the unknown. And in many 

forwardthinking, highly competitive marketplaces, such as bank

ing, telecommunications, and online retail, the use of analytics has 

become a mandatory corporate strategy.

suMMary

This chapter introduced the concepts and foundation of the analytics 

process, presenting its main purposes: how to apply analytics to solve 

realworld business problems, how the production and operational 

environments need to support it, and the heuristic characteristics 

assigned to the development of most analytical models.
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The Monty Hall problem was used to exemplify the importance 

of theoretical grounding and fundamentals of mathematical science, 

including statistics and probability, and how such fundamentals are 

critical to appropriately framing an analytic problem, and hence a 

solution. The foundation of any analytical model is the rigorousness 

of the underlying theory assigned to the technique chosen to address 

the business issue at hand.

The evolution of the analytical processes was also covered in this 

chapter, describing the different stages involved in business analyt

ics, what the goals are for each stage, and the most common types of 

insight derived from each one. And while these stages can be chrono

logical it is really a cycle, which improves upon itself with iterations in 

the process. The distinct stages are typically geared toward a particular 

purpose and audience, composed of a different set of tools and tech

niques for each stage in the process.

The relevance of analytics to innovation was also presented, mak

ing quite clear how crucial the knowledge stemming from analytical 

models is to companies who wish to thrive in their marketplaces.

The rest of the book examines different aspects of analytical 

endeavors, the lifecycle of analytic processes, and the many factors, 

both internal and external, that influence the definition of the prob

lem, the description of the scenario, the choice of the attributes, the 

technique, and ultimately the outcome.

Chapter 2 describes how randomness impacts both model devel

opment and the results that can be expected. Regardless of how pre

cisely we try to define a particular problem, or how well we describe 

the problem situation and the variables used to describe it—it all 

becomes an approximation. The randomness associated with most 

business problems that organizations are trying to solve influences 

the results and can make model training more difficult, increase the 

model error, and affect the overall accuracy and value. In particu

lar, when we are talking about human behavior, we are depicting all 

scenarios as an approximation of their reality. We are prescribing the 

general or average behavior to an individual and due to this approach, 

the expected results might change in the end.

Chapter  3 details the heuristic approach, how we use it (con

sciously or not) during the model definition, the development phase, 
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and particularly in the adjustment steps, done to ensure the outcomes 

achieved satisfy the objectives established. This chapter describes how 

heuristics are present in most of the analytical tasks we perform—in 

the definition/selection of attributes used to explain a particular prob

lem, in the approximation we chose to describe the boundaries of the 

problem scenario, and in the parameters used to develop the analyti

cal model (including the techniques used). Many aspects of this ana

lytical cycle are actually a set of choices we have to make as analysts, 

some based on previous experience, others based on trial and error. 

These choices define the rationale as to why we chose an artificial 

neural network instead of a decision tree or regression and answer 

questions regarding why, by selecting an artificial neural networks, 

we chose the particular topology, error propagation technique, and 

particular type of activation function.

Chapter 4 presents the analytical approach to develop and deploy 

analytical models, considering some of the more common techniques 

applied to solve realworld business problems. Most of the statistical 

approaches in and of themselves are not that difficult to implement. 

The challenge of making them successful lies in the reasonableness 

of the interpretation. This translation of model outcomes to business 

rules is one of the most important aspects governing the success of sta

tistical models in both operational and production environments. We 

focus in this chapter on the analytical approach based on data mining, 

mostly artificial intelligence and mathematical models. Techniques 

such as artificial neural networks, decision trees, and genetic algo

rithms, as well as optimization models such as social network analy

sis, are described. The competitive cycle is used to describe practical 

application steps for analytical modeling. We show how and where 

each type of model might be used in order to improve the business 

performance and competitiveness. This cycle covers steps from data 

analysis to persistence, including data mining and outcomes applica

tion, and the chapter is generally focused on data mining.

Chapter 5 complements Chapter 4 with a description of practical 

case studies. Realworld examples that illustrate data mining meth

ods in knowledge discovery are described. In practice, such analysis is 

used to understand customer behavior—highlighting the most likely 

customer to purchase (acquisition), to consume (cross and up selling), 
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and to churn (retention). The analytical models described include clus

tering techniques, predictive models for collection—including insol

vency segmentation and bad debt prediction—and fraud detection.

Chapter 6 describes a very special type of optimization models, 

known as graph analysis (aka network analysis). We discuss the fun

damental concepts, types of the graph structures, the network met

rics, and some analyses approaches.

Chapter  7 illustrates the use of graph analysis by way of three 

realworld business cases. Social networks are a particular case 

of graph analysis being used by some organizations driven by the 

desire to understand big data relationships. Two of the case studies 

are associated with the telecommunications industry: one associated 

with churn and sales diffusion, the other describing a fraud scenario. 

Exaggeration of claims in insurance, and how to identify potential 

suspicious actors, is also discussed.

Chapter  8 explores a newer technique in the analytical world, 

that of transforming unstructured text data into one that is struc

tured. Unstructured text data is, by definition, descriptive and includes 

commentaries contained in call centers memos, log notes from ser

vicing events, and reports from claims or interviews. Such text data 

can be verbose, such as in research papers, patent applications, and 

even books, or terse, like that from social media tweets. Regardless 

of the source, analysis of text data can provide deep insight as to 

why customers behave as they do, what they say they will do, and  

how they perceive what they are doing. Given this method is based 

on the meaning of words, the analysis of text requires interpretation, 

thereby making it heuristic by its very definition.

This book illustrates the overall customer lifecycle and how ana

lytics can be successfully deployed in order to improve each and every 

step of this cycle. Regardless of the lifecycle phase, analytics can be 

used to solve a wide range of business issues. To the uninitiated, ana

lytics might look like very complex, mystical science, heavily based 

in mathematics, statistics, or linguistics, composed of formulas and 

countless algorithms. And perhaps, behind the scenes, it is indeed like 

that. But when analytical tools hold the promise of making our life 

easier and our organizations more successful, it is better to dive in and 

begin to derive value from analytic methods. Most of the good tools,  
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such as SAS, contain a substantial range of algorithms and techniques 

that are user ready—and oftentimes require minimal  configuration 

effort. This book aims to describe how analytics can solve busi

ness problems in practice, and perhaps even more important, how 

these outcomes might be translated into successful business actions. 

A marketing perspective is used to depict a variety of possible ana

lytics usage in companies, considering distinct industries, including 

telecommunications, banking, insurance, retail, entertainment, and 

others. Common to all industries, this overview considers practi

cal examples, covering analytical models to acquire customers, to 

improve sales, avoid turnover (aka churn), as well as to detect fraud, 

bad debt, payment risk, and collection. By using a suite of analyti

cal models, organizations are better prepared to appropriately serve 

customers and more accurately comprehend the marketplaces they 

are involved with, the competitors they face, and how they can boost 

their business strength.

Throughout the book, many examples are presented to illustrate 

analytical processes for all three stages described in this chapter. All of 

these examples were developed with SAS software, including prod

ucts such as Base SAS®, SAS® Enterprise Miner™, SAS/STAT®, SAS/

GRAPH®, SAS/OR®, and SAS® Customer Link Analytics. Most of these 

examples of analytical implementations were really developed in 

practice, and mostly in larger organizations.
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